The Counties
Residents' Association
Protecting the interests of the community
9 Gloucester Road
Wanstead
LONDON E11 2ED
0208 989 8080

16 May 2008

Mr M Dorfman
Chief Planning and Regeneration Officer
PO Box 2
Town Hall
High Road
ILFORD Essex
IG1 1DD
Dear Mr Dorfman,
The Tree Preservation Orders on the Chepstow Site
The CRA is most concerned that in their planning application Telford Homes Plc proposes to
fell two trees, which have preservation orders on them. These are TPO 1, the Norway Spruce
beside 10 Gloucester Road and TPO 12 the Walnut Tree, on the edge of the site, near the
Roding Cottages. As there is no evidence of disease on either tree, and we believe that they
are only being removed in order to accommodate new build.
An examination of the documentation on these two trees is self explanatory:
The Telford architect’s Proof of Evidence states: “The site had numerous trees which were
preserved by a Tree Preservation Order (TPO). Some of the trees are quite large but this did
not affect the developable area to produce an entirely acceptable scheme.”
The Norway Spruce [TPO1]
Arboricultural Solutions, Telford’s tree consultants produced a tree report in December 2006.
I attach a table showing their assessment of the tree, along with the key. From this, you will
see that it is considered to be in fair condition, with a further life expectancy of 20-40 years,
with a BS5837 category of C2 – trees which would not usually be retained where they would
impose a significant constraint on development. Mainly landscape values eg trees, groups or
woodland providing screening/softening, visual importance etc. The suggested tree
management is crown clean.
In February 2007, Mr Studholme indicated that the proposed semi-detached house next to 10
Gloucester Road would be too close to the spruce: “As mentioned at the site meeting, I am
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concerned about the juxtaposition of TPO tree T1 (spruce) and the front of the proposed
house. This is unrealistic in terms of the comfortable occupation of a house in this position,
the likely survival of the tree, the future growth of the tree and the surgery that would be
necessary to enable construction.”
However, when the plans were revised, which meant that the spruce would be in the way of
the semi-detached houses next to 10 Gloucester Road, the assessment changed. I attach
copies of the plans of December 2006 and January 2007. The February 2007 tree report
shows the condition of the spruce to be the same, but with the addition of “possible drought
stress”, the life expectancy has been brought down to 10-20 years” and the BS5837 category
has changed to R – trees for removal.
At a meeting between Telford and the Council on 17 April 2007, the meeting notes state:
“Relationship of proposed house to number 10 Gloucester Road. Agreed to pull this forward
to reduce impact on no 10. Would involve loss of TPO spruce, but poor quality specimen.”
In August 2007, Arboricultural Solutions reports: “The tree was originally classed as BS
category C2 and would not be expected to prevent development. The shade segment would
suggest that the next-door property will ultimately be most affected not the new development.
As the crown continues to dieback and thin out the shade issues is likely to be negligible. A
longer term common sense approach would be to remove the tree and plant a semi-mature
replacement.” The conclusion reads: “..... if necessary, T1 could be retained or a semimature tree planted as a replacement.”
The meeting notes for 14 August 2007 state: T1 (Spruce). It was agreed that a replacement
for this would be provided.....”
When Mr Overbeke looked at the tree on 21 April 2008, he said that the tree was flowering
beautifully and appeared very healthy – he could see no reason why it should be felled.
The Walnut [TPO12]
In their December 2006 report, Arboricultural Solutions describe this tree as in fair condition,
with long term potential and a further life expectancy of 10 – 20 years. Its BS 5837 category
was C2 – as defined above, there is no tree management recommendation.
After the plans had been altered in January 2007, the February 2007 tree consultant’s report
[attached] alters its potential from long to medium term, its BS5837 category to R – trees for
removal, with the tree management recommending fell and remove stump.
In his July 2007 report, Mr Studholme writes: “Tree T12 (Walnut). This tree is not perfect –
very few trees are. It is certainly not dangerous and is an attractive and valuable tree. The
developer has made a case to remove it on the basis of some minor decay in old pruning
wounds – this contradicts the statement of their own arboricultural consultant who has
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indicated that the three has ‘long term potential’. There is no proposal to replace the tree in
a nearly location and no potential to provide a replacement tree of similar stature. In tree
preservation terms this is not sustainable. This is unacceptable.”
The note of a meeting between Telford and the Council of 14 August 2007 reads: T12
(Walnut). Noted as category C2 status and liable to suffer from honey fungus.” The Telford
architects Proof of Evidence says: “... we were advised we could remove the walnut as it was
also very susceptible to honey fungus and might in any event die.”
Meanwhile the August 2007 tree consultant’s report reads: “The removal of tree T12 is to
facilitate the development. Whilst the tree is noted as a long term potential, it was only
afforded BS category C2 status. The tree is growing adjacent to where a group of silver birch
were removed because of the presence of honey fungus. The fruiting bodies from this fungus
were observed within the probably root spread of the walnut and it is likely that the tree has
already been infected. If this is the case, the tree will quickly show symptoms as walnut are
highly susceptible. Following removal of this tree replacement by a resistant species would
be desirable.”
In their Appeal Submission, Telford state that the three silver birches were blown down in the
winds of 2007.
When Mr Overbeke visited the site on 21 April 2008, he could see no reason why the tree
should be felled.
In the light of the above, we request that an independent assessment of the two trees be
undertaken as soon as possible, in order to establish their true condition and life expectancy
without the pressure of developers being involved.
Yours sincerely,

Helen E Zammett
Encs

cc Mr C Overbeke
Mr P Studholme
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